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 SUBMISSION RE SHORT TERM RENTAL ACCOMMODATION  
 
The NSW Department of Planning & Environment exhibited proposed changes to planning rules & the 
Government framework for Short Term Rental Accommodation (STRA). The exhibition called for 
feedback by 16 November 2018. Our concerns in relation the STRA Planning Framework are as 
follows: 
 

• The STRA Framework allows for unabated use of residential zones for commercial purposes, and in 
doing so fails to take into account the amenity of permanent residents. Hence the areas become 
unattractive to permanent residents due to the degraded amenity caused by STRA premises in the 
locality, the numbers of guests, the size of the premises, noise issues, excess traffic and inadequate 
parking and inadequate waste management. All contributing to a negative impact to the surrounding 
areas. The situation is exacerbated by the fact that in many regional areas there is no 24/7 policing 
and no Council Ranger. We are aware that noise complaints from short term rental houses in Yamba 
have been reported to real estate agents, council and the police to no avail. 
 

• The STRA also fails to take into account the potential long-term negative effect on established 
commercial accommodation providers. Virtually stealing business from commercial accommodation 
providers, particularly in regional coastal tourist towns.  
 

• Commercial providers are required to submit a DA and meet Council requirements prior to and after 
construction and when operating their accommodation business. As discussed with local commercial 
accommodation businesses, these Council requirements may include an Environment Plan of 
Management (in one instance costing about $50,000) and all DA requirements (such as parking, 
driveway access, outdoor lighting, security, provision for water run-off collection, water/plumbing 
connections, waste management, sewerage management, meeting fire regulations, 
loading/unloading areas, etc. Commercial operators (motels, resorts, hotels and caravan parks, etc) 
have many operating overheads including employing staff, commercial council rates, increased 
insurance costs, costs with providing security, etc. STRA have little to no overheads. 
 

• We submit that the 365 day per year in regional areas totally ignores the existing and potential long-
term effect on commercial accommodation operators, who have to compete and comply in an unfair 
business environment. It is important to ensure a level playing field in regional towns and areas. 

 

• We believe it is extremely important to adopt a long-term strategic view, taking into account the 
potential negative effect a 365 day cap places on residents and commercial operators particularly in 
scenic coastal tourist areas in regional NSW. 

 

• Tourism is extremely important in coastal regions, such as Yamba, and in particular to commercial 
operators. We believe Councils should take the necessary steps to ensure the number of short-term 
rental properties doesn’t overwhelm and diminish the number of commercial operators. That situation 
would only lead to a weaker economic environment and potential loss of jobs within that industry. 

 

• Consideration that Councils be given the option of applying 365 day cap per year in some areas and 
a 180 day cap or less in other areas such as well-known prominent tourist coastal towns, such as 
Yamba. 

 

• Consideration of the impact of STRA on long term affordable housing ensuring that those renting long 
term are not removed to accommodate STRA clients. 

 

• We suggest that Councils conduct research with commercial operators and residents, taking into 
account the amenity, economic and commercial effect on those local areas. 

 

• We are aware Byron Shire has applied for an exemption to the legislation, requesting a 90 day limit 
across the whole community.  Local member, Tamara Smith has commenced a petition supporting 
this.  She also made a submission to Parliament and I believe a further submission and petition will 
be submitted to Department of Planning & Environment in response to the advertised exhibition. 

 

• We understand that Byron Shire are considering a plan to implement the mandatory registration of all 
short-term rental accommodation with Council. With a view to imposing a registration fee which will 
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cover various administration costs.  This would facilitate the inspection of properties to ensure the 
relevant safety requirement under the new legislation are met.  

 

• This form of registration may open a pathway for Byron Council to review the rates applied to short 
term rental operators, to achieve parity with commercial accommodation operators. 

 

• Tourists flock all year round to Yamba but mainly during school holiday periods. There are 
approximately 84 days of school holidays annually. A 180 day cap per year would still be to the 
detriment of commercial operators in Yamba as the expectation is that short term holiday rental 
properties will increase. 

 

• We believe that all Councils in NSW be required and it be made mandatory to follow in Byron Council 
footsteps. 

 

• Clarification of registration of STRA needs to be provided under the amended Fair Trading Act and 
whether it will be mandatory for owners to register an STRA premises with Department of Fair 
Trading. 
 

• The Amended Fair Trading Act also needs to provide very well-defined measures in relation to 
complaints management and monitoring and reporting of STRA premises and also when non-
compliance with the Code of Conduct occurs attracting penalty. Also consider a Registration 
Framework with fees to cover admin costs, cost of inspections to enforce regulations such as 
fire/safety, evacuation procedures, etc. Including the cost to record number of days premises are 
rented. 

 

• Legislation appears to support Council setting their own rental cap and is supported by publications 
on both Department of Fair Trading and Department of Planning websites. 

 

• All in all we believe that the maximum should be a 180 day cap per year when the host is present (in 
line with Sydney) and a 90 day cap in coastal towns when the host not present (in line with Byron 
Bay).  

 
Lynne and Bob Cairns 
Yamba NSW 2464 
14 November 2018 
 


